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Provocation No. 288 
When Is It Time to Cry Wolf?

"When is the proper time to cry wolf? Must we wait until the prey, in 
this case the world's environment, is mangled by the wolf's grip?" These are 
NASA scientist Jim Hansen's dramatic questions prompted by the controversy 
last summer over his testimony to Congress about the greenhouse warming, and 
his outrage over censorship of his written testimony by the White House 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB). I'm sure most Climate Club members 
will remember the ruckus reported in the papers over this. Frankly I side 
with Hansen in his protest.

Hansen sent a proposed commentary to the New York Times about his 
testimony and the Times report of the controversy. More recently he 
circulated it to some colleagues. I don't know whether the Times carried his 
statement. It was written in response to a story by Nicholas Wade, which I 
presume was in the Times, called "Crying Wolf in the Greenhouse." The 
article criticised Hansen, and accused him of falsely crying wolf. It gave 
the impression that in his testimony he had blamed the heat and drought in US 
during 1988 on the greenhouse effect, which most climatologists, including 
Hansen, do not believe to be proven.

What Hansen testified, and what I have emphasized also here in the 
Climate Club, is that summers like that of 1988 in the US midwest are likely 
to become more frequent after the greenhouse warming progresses further. The 
OMB, according to Hansen, deleted from his testimony his recommendations for 
steps that would slow the onset of the greenhouse effect, and also make sense 
for other reasons, like controlling CFCs, improving energy efficiency, and 
reducing deforestation. OMB also inserted a statement that the increase of 
greenhouse gases now observed may be a natural phenomenon. This may be so, 
but Hansen claims he did not state this, and I know few who would agree with 
the assertion. The C02 increases are almost certainly anthropogenic.

The really important issue, however, is not what OMB did to Hansen's 
testimony, but rather is the question of when should one give a sharp public 
warning of a perceived impending disaster. When should one cry wolf? A 
distinguished committee of the conservative National Academy of Sciences of 
the US, after reviewing model studies, stated, "...we have tried but have 
been unable to find any overlooked or underestimated physical effects that 
could reduce the currently estimated global warmings to negligible 
proportions." More than 20 years ago, as Hansen points out, the simple 
earlier numerical models estimated that with doubled C02 we would expect a 3C 
global warming. The most advanced models of today, far more thorough in 
handling of atmospheric processes, are in the same range. The change is only 
that the new results are more credible, and the gas buildup may be faster.

When is the credibility high enough for actions based on firm policy and 
strategy? The danger of crying when there is no wolf is that the public will 
lose confidence in the crier. But Hansen believes the general public can
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understand the natural variability of climate and weather, and will not lose 
confidence in the model research just because a few years of cooler weather 
mask the trend for awhile.

He closes by stating that there is a greater danger. "A greater danger 
is to wait too long. The climate system has great inertia, so as vet we have 
only realized a part of the climate change which will be caused by gases we 
have already added to the atmosphere. Add to this the inertia of the world's 
energy, economic and political systems, which will affect any plans to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. Although I am optimistic that we can still avoid 
the worst case climate scenarios, the time to cry wolf is here."

I agree with Hansen. Indeed, I think the cry may al ready be so late as 
to leave us only the option of finding out how to domesticate the wolf and 
put it to beneficial uses. With all the inertia of the interdependent 
physical, social and economic systems it may al ready be too late to drive 
away the wol f .
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